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King, Jason. M.S.Egr., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State University, 2010. 
Risk Quantification and Reliability Based Design Optimization in Reusable Launch Vehicles 
 
Due to the inherent natural variability of parameters with reusable launch vehicles, 
design considerations without use of a reliability or safety index may be unreliable 
and vulnerable to vehicle failures. Generally in preliminary air vehicle design little 
information is known regarding design variable uncertainties, consequently 
requiring a technique that can quantify epistemic uncertainties. Evidence Theory is 
employed to accomplish this task resulting in a reliability bound of belief and 
plausibility. Due to the discontinuous nature of the belief and plausibility function it 
is necessary to implement a continuous function known as plausibility decision to 
be used to calculate sensitivities that can be implemented in a gradient-based 
reliability-based design optimization algorithm. This research develops a new 
plausibility decision approximation that calculates sensitivities with respect to 
uncertain design variables without introducing extra computational cost or 
numerical integration. This new metric was demonstrated in a sensitivity analysis 
as well as a reliability based design optimization of the aeroelastic flutter reliability 
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 The United States operates a mixed fleet of space vehicles comprised of reusable 
space shuttles and expendable launch vehicles. To address the rising cost of launching 
payloads into outer space and the problems of aging spacecraft, engineers are designing 
new space vehicles that will reduce both launch turnaround time and cost per launch. 
This activity has led to an increase in research efforts conducted in the field of reusable 
launch vehicles (RLV) [1]. In recent years, the United States Air Force and NASA have 
conducted ongoing research in the design of reusable launch vehicles [2 – 5]. [2][3][4][5] Kaplan 
provided an overview of different configurations that would allow for RLVs to be fully 
reusable [6]. Jategaonkar et al. demonstrated that the United States is moving forward in 
the research of RLVs through the successful completion of three automatic landing tests 
of an unpowered horizontal landing reusable launch vehicle [7]. Configuration design 
activities for the RLV launch vehicle demonstrator have focused on configurations that 





Figure 1: RLV Vehicle Tip-Tail Design 
 
The goal of this current research is to develop a framework that can incorporate 
reliability based-design optimization and Evidence Theory efficiently to analyze the 
aeroelastic design of a reusable launch vehicle. When initial design decisions are being 
explored, it is important to propose space vehicle designs with high reliability due to the 
extreme conditions they experience [8]. Space vehicle design is an inherently non-linear, 
multi-physics based problem involving continuous, mixed, and integer design variables 
where some of the variables contain uncertainties and must be identified. With the wide 
presence of randomness in these variables, the inclusion of epistemic and aleatory 
uncertainties in the problem must be determined in order to accurately quantify the 
vehicle’s reliability [9].   
Not only is there a need for epistemic and aleatory uncertainty quantification in 
reusable launch vehicle design, reliability-based design optimization must be 
implemented to reduce the risk associated with space exploration. Literature reveals that 




design optimization in air vehicle design. Pettit and Grandhi  initially explored reliability-
based design optimization of a wing with aleatory uncertainties—commonly defined as 
random responses—associated with gust response and aileron effectiveness [10]. Allen 
and Maute followed by proposing a methodology that combines reliability-based design 
optimization and high-fidelity aeroelastic simulations to reduce the introduction of 
epistemic or subjective uncertainties that can propagate when lower-fidelity aeroelastic 
models are implemented [11]. This previously developed methodology results in the need 
for a technique that allows for lower-fidelity aeroelastic models with epistemic 
uncertainties to be incorporated in a reliability-based design optimization that can be used 
in the early stages of vehicle design, when lack of knowledge of design variables is 
encountered. This current research proposes a method that can quantify epistemic 
uncertainties by employing Evidence Theory in aeroelastic flutter of a structure by 
developing a metric that can be used in gradient-based design optimization.  
Evidence Theory allows the quantification of epistemic uncertainties where 
information is discontinuous and limited, and the reliability is expressed in a bounded 
solution of belief and plausibility. The belief and plausibility functions are discontinuous 
step functions and do not provide useful gradient information for optimization. To 
implement Evidence Theory in a sequential iterative optimization process, a metric is 
needed that provides a continuous function that could be optimized. Bae et al. introduced 
a metric known as plausibility decision which provides a continuous function that can be 
used in a gradient-based design optimization [12]. Plausibility decision also provides the 
ability to conduct a sensitivity analysis that can identify the relative importance of the 




approximated the plausibility decision measure with a linear assumption [13]. Each of the 
two plausibility decision methods mentioned requires numerical integration techniques, 
increasing in difficulty in multi-variable problems. To solve the problems associated with 
previous plausibility decision approximations, a new plausibility decision approximation 
is developed in this research. It provides a method to easily determine the measure in a 
multi-variable problem without increasing computational cost and without the 
requirement of numerical integration.   
When implementing a reliability based problem it is important to identify the limit 
state function. In the field of aeroelasticity, a few examples of a limit state function for a 
reliability analysis include flutter speed, roll reversal speed, aileron effectiveness, and 
static divergence constraints. 
 In this current investigation, the flutter speed of the vehicle’s wing was selected 
as the limit state function because the RLV’s wing of interest is susceptible to flutter. The 
aerodynamic information that was supplied to the inputs of the aeroelastic analysis was 
obtained from critical points along the vehicle’s trajectory. A finite element model of the 
RLV’s wing structure was constructed and validated, and then used in the reliability 
assessments. To demonstrate the proposed plausibility decision approximation metric on 
a full-scale problem, a sensitivity analysis of plausibility decision related to the vehicle’s 
wing flutter reliability with uncertain atmospheric conditions and composite material 
parameters was performed. The sensitivities were used to identify the relative importance 
of the individual variables of the RLV’s wing to acquire more data for the most critical 




reliability based design incorporating Evidence Theory to reduce the weight of the wing 







2.0 REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE TRAJECTORY 
 
 
 The goal of an RLV mission is to deliver a payload into orbit during which 
uncertainty propagates through system level traits to the subsystem level. The first step of 
this process is to identify an optimal trajectory that the vehicle will follow to complete a 
desired mission. In this chapter, a trajectory was analyzed based on the mission 
requirements of a tip-tail reusable launch vehicle. Critical points were identified along the 
trajectory, supplying essential information to the aeroelastic analysis. 
 Trajectory is the path an object follows in order to reach a final destination. There 
are many types of trajectories the RLV vehicle can travel [14, 15].[14][15]The trajectories can 
range from a downrange mission, where the vehicle launches from one site and lands at 
another, to a rocket-back where the vehicle launches and lands at the same location. To 
begin vehicle design, a trajectory analysis is needed to determine what kind of flight 
loads the RLV will encounter during the mission. Two popular codes available to solve 
trajectory optimization are Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation (OTIS) and 
Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST) [16].  
 A rocket-back trajectory was analyzed in this research. This type of trajectory 
requires the RLV to launch in a vertical position and then return to the launch point and 
land horizontally like a conventional aircraft. Figure 2 depicts the RLV’s trajectory 




including Mach number, velocity, altitudes, air density, and launch angles that is used in 
the aeroelastic analysis [17].  
 
Figure 2: RLV Rocket Back Trajectory Analysis 
 
  The propellant capacities for ascent propellant and rocket-back propellant were 
allocated for the vehicle to return to the launch site. The vehicle initially is launched in a 
vertical position. For a short duration, the vehicle continues vertically to reach the desired 
altitude and Mach number, at which time the vehicle experiences heavy aerodynamic 
loading. After the launch vehicle and payload separate, the vehicles coast for a short time 
which allows them to have enough clearance to cause no damage to one another. At this 




the reentry portion of the trajectory that allows for an optimal angle of attack, therefore 
reducing the temperatures the vehicle will encounter while entering the Earth’s 
atmosphere. The vehicle then transitions to a maximum range glide position during the 
landing stage as it approaches the runway of the landing site.  
 Since the trajectory optimization program only explores the design space with a 
point mass, the performance analysis information obtained cannot be assumed to be 
accurate. To conduct a high fidelity calculation of the vehicle performance, a finite 
element analysis (FEA) of the reusable launch vehicle must be implemented. Executing 
finite element analysis on every point in the trajectory would be extremely 
computationally expensive, requiring for critical points along the trajectory to be 
recognized and analyzed. Critical points were identified during the trajectory, including: 
lift off, separation of the booster from the payload, the rocket back phase, reentry phase, 
and the landing. At each of these critical points an assortment of finite element analysis 
techniques were implemented depending on what scenario the vehicle encountered, 
resulting in more accurate analysis for that specific flight point. For example, a flutter 
analysis may be necessary at reentry or launching due to high dynamic pressures on the 
vehicle. Additionally, a maneuverability analysis may need to be conducted during the 






3.0 REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT 
 
 To fully analyze the reusable launch vehicle, representative models and 
simulations must be developed and implemented in the design process. This chapter 
demonstrates the modeling techniques used to capture the RLV’s wing flutter response.   
 There are many types of RLV configurations being investigated by different 
branches of government. The RLV in this research has a tip-tail configuration presented 
in Figure 1. This particular configuration has advantages related to aerodynamic 
effectiveness of the tails during high angle of attack reentry. It also holds operability 
benefits since the tails are away from the aft end of the vehicle and thus allow easier 
access to the engines to make repairs, which in turn allows for a quick turnaround. The 
tip-tail wing configuration also offers the opportunity to mount a payload system on top 
of the vehicle without interference from the vertical tails.  
3.1 Structural Model Development 
 
 
 It is important to both identify and quantify modeling errors introduced when 
different fidelity simulations are utilized. While high fidelity analyses generally produce 
solutions most reflective upon the actual scenario, the computational cost associated with 
these simulations can become restrictive within a design environment. Even for relatively 




environment directly correlates to the number of simulations required and necessary for 
risk quantification and design optimization, are needed. Thus, it is important to be able to 
utilize lower fidelity simulations where less accurate information is required, such as 
simulations in the initial exploration of the design space. Then, high fidelity simulations 
can be used, once the design space is reduced, for example. 
  
3.1.1 Reusable Launch Vehicle Wing FEA Structural Mode 
 
 Figure 3 illustrates a high fidelity structural model of the tip-tail reusable launch 
vehicle. Information from the high fidelity model was used to create a lower fidelity 
model that was implemented into a reliability based design framework, since this 
research is in the preliminary design and the initial design space is unknown.  
 






In this research only the wing is being analyzed, so the body of the RLV was 
removed. The RLV’s wing size was modeled based on the dimensions and parameters 
found in Table 1 [18].  
Table 1: RLV Wing Parameters 
Span 21.8 ft 
Root Chord 18.2 ft 
Tip Chord 6.1 ft 
Mean Chord 13.1 ft 
Aspect Ratio  1.8 
Taper Ratio 0.333 
Sweep 48 deg 
Total Wing Weight  700  lb 
  
Figure 4 illustrates the RLV’s wing that was obtained from high fidelity RLV structural 
model and will be referred to as the original model in this research.  
 
 









The elements used in the original model are provided below. 
 
NUMBER OF GRID     POINTS   =      465 
NUMBER OF CONM2    ELEMENTS =       12 
NUMBER OF CQUAD4   ELEMENTS =      204 
NUMBER OF CROD     ELEMENTS =      605 
NUMBER OF CSHEAR   ELEMENTS =      174 
NUMBER OF CTRIA3   ELEMENTS =       28 
NUMBER OF RBAR     ELEMENTS =      133 
 
 
 To reduce the computational cost of the original model, a lower fidelity model 
was constructed as illustrated in Figure 5.  
 
 
Figure 5: Modified wing Model 
The elements used in the modified model are provided below. 
 
NUMBER OF GRID     POINTS   =       91 
NUMBER OF CONM2    ELEMENTS =        5 
NUMBER OF CQUAD4   ELEMENTS =       54 
NUMBER OF CROD     ELEMENTS =      201 
NUMBER OF CSHEAR   ELEMENTS =       72 








The structural modified wing model was developed in NASTRAN using the following 
elements.  
 Skins: QUAD-4/TRIA-3 Elements 
 Spars/Ribs: Shear Elements 
 Spar Caps: Bar Elements 
 
 The skins of the wing were modeled as composite laminates using two-dimensional 
plate elements that contain four ply with orientations [0°, 45°, -45°, 90°]. The laminate field 
is ―SMEARED‖, using laminated plate theory to reduce the individual ply properties using 
the angles of the lay-up to a single plate with equivalent properties. The ―SMEARED‖ 
command speeds up the computational time by implying that bending properties do not 
correspond to a physical stacking sequence, but is representative of a more detailed 
composite structure.  
Substructure components of the wing box were modeled using two-dimensional shear 
elements, and associated properties are linked to an isotropic material. The material 
properties were calculated from extracting the equivalent shear modulus and extensional 
modulus of a composite material to define the isotropic material. 
The pi-preforms representing spar and rib caps are modeled as one-dimensional rod 
elements. The ―pi‖ joint stiffener, shaped like the Greek letter π, can be co-cured or co-
bonded to the skin. The pi joint has several advantages. First, it provides structural 
redundancy. The pi joint acts as two independent bond lines, and the joint is stronger than a 
double lap shear joint. When used with a specific adhesive, the pi joint takes advantage of the 




providing a determinate assembly feature. Tension loaded bonded structures typically have 
the adhesive spread over the skins and/or spar/rib caps prior to assembly.   
The mass of the thermal protection system was distributed as non structural mass on 
the upper and lower wing skin elements. In this analysis it was assumed that the thermal 
protection unit eliminated all heat before reaching the skin of the wing.  System masses such 
as control systems were generally modeled as concentrated mass elements at nodes closest to 
their respective centers of gravity. 
 The finite element wing model is capable of static and dynamic aeroelasticity 
simulations with possible analysis including: 
- Static Analysis: 
 - Divergent Dynamic Pressure 
 - Trim Angle of Attack 
 - Control Surface Reversal Pressure 
 - Structural Displacement 
- Dynamic Analysis: 
 - Flutter Velocity 
 - Low-frequency modes and mode shapes 
3.2 Structural Model Validation 
 
 When a new model is created from an existing finite element geometry, it is 
necessary to know how valid the new model is. The first validation study of the modified 
model was a natural frequency comparison. The second validation study implemented the 




both types of validation studies can be used separately, a more conclusive comparison 
can be made when the two methods are both employed. 
3.2.1 Frequency Comparison Analysis  
 
 
  The natural frequencies for the two wing models were calculated using 
NASTRAN’s eigenvalue analysis. Both models were constrained at the root of the wing 
in all six degrees of freedom. Table 2 compares the first five natural frequencies of the 
models.  
 
Table 2: Natural Frequency Comparison of Modified and Original RLV FEA Wing 
Mode Original  (Hz) Modified (Hz) % Difference From Original  
1 7.79 8.02 2.95 
2 16.89 12.57 25.5 
3 23.63 26.16 10.70 
4 57.38 54.88 4.35 
5 76.15 72.27 5.08 
 
 Only the first five modes were compared in the analysis because in most physical 
cases the excitation of the natural structure will not exceed those frequency values. Figure 
6 illustrates the first five mode shapes and natural frequencies, where the figures on the 
left are the original wing model and the figures on the right are of the modified wing 
model. The first mode shape of both models is a bending mode, whereas the second mode 
shapes illustrate a twisting mode. The third mode shape for both models is a 
bending/twisting mode. The fourth and fifth modes are a combination of bending twisting 
and plate excitation mode shapes. The natural frequencies do not compare exactly since 




reduction of number of degrees of freedom which would limit the movement in the finite 






 Orignal FEA model Modified FEA model 
MODE 1 
7.79 Hz 8.02 Hz 
MODE 2 
16.89 Hz 12.57 Hz 
MODE 3 






57.38 Hz 54.88 Hz 
MODE 5 
76.15 Hz 72.27 Hz 





3.2.2 Modal Assurance Criteria Analysis  
 
 
  In the validation study of the models, it is necessary to determine if the mode 
shapes are the same. The modal assurance criterion (MAC) is a metric that can determine 
how two models’ mode shapes compare as represented by Equation (1).  
 
ψo is the vector of mode shapes of the original model and ψm is the vector of mode shapes 
of the modified model. H is the conjugate transpose of the vector also known as the 
hermitian. The MAC can measure the difference in mode shapes from multiple sources, 
whether they are by two experimental modes, a physically derived mode and 
experimental modes, or two physically derived modes [19, 20]. [19][20]In most cases, the MAC 
is used to compare a physically derived mode to an experimental mode for experimental 
model validation. In this case, the two finite element models mode shapes were 
compared, assuming the original model is exact. In the MAC matrix each row and 
column represents one mode shape. The MAC matrix consists of coefficients between 1 
and 0, where a value of 1 indicates a perfect match, and 0 indicated no similarity in the 
mode shapes. If the two models demonstrated an exact match of the modal behavior the 
MAC matrix would contain a value of 1 in the diagonal. A value of 0.9 and above 
indicates a strong similarity between the two shapes. Mode switching can also be 
determined by the MAC matrix and can be seen by a high value located in an off-
diagonal of the matrix. 
 The MAC metric was used to compare the first five mode shapes of the original 
and modified RLV wing model with the results presented in Table 3.  
    
     
      
 
                  





Table 3: MAC of Original and Modified Models 
 Original Model 
Modified 
Model 
Modes 1 2 3 4 5 
1 0.979209 0.095065 0.256329 0.058633 3.80E-05 
2 0.057177 0.927935 0.21611 0.069353 0.000554 
3 0.240514 0.002087 0.867664 0.033638 0.368551 
4 0.001051 0.140134 0.002908 7.78E-06 0.737396 
5 0.034796 0.003098 0.002735 0.802372 0.013169 
 
 The MAC matrix is color-coded to help distinguish the MAC coefficients. The 
boxes highlighted in red illustrate a good similarity between the two shapes. The first and 
second mode shape of the models compare very well, which can be seen by the MAC 
coefficients above 0.9 in the table. It is critical that the first two mode shapes be similar 
because in later sections it is determined that the first and second mode shapes of the 
wing are responsible for most of the flutter excitation. The third mode shape is slightly 
less accurate, but still correlates with the original model demonstrated by the .87 value in 
the diagonal located at 3, 3. Described in the previous section the third mode shape 
displays a bending/twisting motion. The blue boxes show a twenty percent correlation of 
the original and modified models first, second, and third mode shapes. A mode shape 
switch occurs in the fourth and fifth mode shapes, and can be seen by the high values in 
the off-diagonal located in the yellow boxes.  
 The two validation studies investigated provide confidence that the modified 
model is an acceptable surrogate for the high fidelity finite element wing model. The 
modified model captures the physical model closely enough that the uncertainty 




computational cost. Once the framework is developed it is possible to easily introduce a 
higher fidelity model at the appropriate time of the design process.  
3.3 Reusable Launch Vehicle Aeroelastic Flutter Model Development 
 
 To conduct an aerodynamic flutter analysis many inputs are needed for a 
simulation. The first input needed is a structural model that represents the vehicle being 
analyzed, which was completed and validated in the previous section. Next, an 
aerodynamic model must also be constructed and positioned, to capture the aerodynamic 
loads at the critical points in the RLV’s trajectory.  
 Aeroelasticity is a prime example of a multidisciplinary analysis that combines 
three primary disciplines of analysis—aerodynamics, solid mechanics, and dynamics—
that result in many conflicting phenomena. The coupling of aerodynamic and structural 
forces are analyzed simultaneously to determine the effects on structural responses, 
vehicle performance, and vehicle controllability while considering that each discipline 
provides its own set of distinctive design variables, modelling assumptions, and 
performance criteria.  
 One destructive phenomenon that poses a major risk to the structure of aerospace 
vehicles is aeroelastic flutter [21]. Aeroelastic flutter is a self-feeding vibration where 
aerodynamic forces on a structure (usually an aircraft wing) couple with the natural mode 
shapes of vibration to produce periodic motion. The vibrational movement of the 
structure increases aerodynamic loading, which in turn drives the structure to deflect 
further. If the energy during the period of aerodynamic excitation is larger than the 
natural damping of the system, the amplitude of vibration will increase. The vibration 




damping of the object match the energy input, which often results in large amplitudes and 
can lead to catastrophic failure. To avoid this type of failure, it has become customary in 
air vehicle design to construct an aeroelastic model to determine the flutter velocity and 
make sure the flutter failure occurs beyond an arbitrary flutter margin considered to be 
safe. 
 The aeroelastic finite element analysis is a two-part process involving the 
construction of an aerodynamic model and structural model. The wing of the reusable 
launch vehicle was modeled using the NASTRAN finite element package. NASTRAN’s 
aerodynamic analyses are based on panel methods, where aerodynamic elements are 
represented by strips or boxes on which aerodynamic forces are exerted and then 
transferred to the structural model [22]. The grid points defining the structure in the finite 
element model do not necessarily have to coincide with the grid points defining the 
aerodynamic elements due to the implementation of splines, which allow for the 
interpolation of aerodynamic forces to structural displacements and vice versa. 
 NASTRAN has three methods to solve for flutter: the American (K) method, 
American (KE) method, and the British (PK) method. Each of the three methods 
determines the stability boundaries to be about the same [22]. The advantage to the PK 
method is it provides an approximate, but realistic, estimate of the system damping at 
subcritical speeds (speeds below the actual velocity that excites aeroelastic flutter). This 
information can be used to monitor flight flutter tests when the RLV design reaches the 
test stages. The system dampings obtained from the K and KE methods are mathematical 




The PK-method was selected in this research to conduct the aeroelastic flutter 
analyses. The PK-method generates results only at the velocities of interest and treats the 
aerodynamic matrices as real frequency dependent springs and dampers. The first step is 
to estimate a frequency from which eigenvalues are calculated. From the calculated 
eigenvalues, a new frequency is found. This process is repeated until the method 
converges to a frequency. Advantages of the method are that it permits control system 
analyses and that the damping values obtained at subcritical flutter conditions appear to 
be more representative of the physical damping. The Reduced computational cost is 
another advantage since fewer eigenvalue analyses are needed to calculate the stability at 
one velocity.  
NASTRAN has six aerodynamic theories available: Doublet-Lattice subsonic 
lifting surface theory, ZONA51 supersonic lifting surface theory, subsonic wing-body 
interference theory, Mach box method, strip theory, and piston theory [22].  Doublet 
lattice and ZONA51 aerodynamic theories were both used in the flutter analyses given 
that only the subsonic and supersonic regimes were being analyzed.  
The doublet-lattice aerodynamic theory is used in the flutter analyses where 
subsonic flow is experienced and is derived from linear potential flow theory. In this 
method all lifting surfaces are assumed to lie parallel to the subsonic flow. The lifting 
surfaces are divided into small trapezoidal lifting elements and are arranged in parallel 
strips. The unknown lifting pressures are assumed to be concentrated uniformly across 
the one-quarter chord line of each element. There is one control point per element on its 
three-quarter chord line where the downwash vectors are computed. Any number of 




The ZONA51 aerodynamic theory is used in the flutter analysis where supersonic 
flow is experienced and is derived from accelerated potential flow theory. Like in 
doublet-lattice aerodynamic theory, all lifting surfaces are assumed to lie parallel to the 
subsonic flow. The lifting surfaces are also divided into small trapezoidal lifting elements 
and arranged in parallel strips. The unknown lifting pressures are assumed to be 
concentrated uniformly across each lifting element. There is one control point per 
element centered spanwise on the 95 percent chord line where the downwash vectors are 
computed. Figure 7 illustrates the structural and aerodynamic model developed in 
NASTRAN for the aeroelastic flutter analysis.  
 
 





3.4 Reusable Launch Vehicle Aeroelastic Flutter Analysis  
   
Air vehicles with vertical tails on the tips of the wing like the RLV configuration 
in this research are more susceptible to flutter due to the additional mass on the wing tip 
(which lowers bending frequency) and the additional aerodynamic lifting surface placed 
at the end of the wing. There have been many types of aeroelastic analysis conducted on 
reusable launch vehicles [23 -25].[23][24][25]The NASTRAN bulk data input file is presented in 
appendix A. 
  Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate the results for a single aeroelastic flutter case 
conducted in NASTRAN, with the modified RLV wing model at Ma = 1.1 with 
symmetric boundary conditions, where the symmetry line is located at the root of the 
wing and Ma is the Mach number. Flutter occurs when one of the modes cross the zero 
axis in the V-G plot. The V-G plot in Figure 8 demonstrates that the RLV’s wing begins 
to flutter at 1500 ft/s. The two modes accountable for the flutter are the first wing 
bending and first torsion modes. Figure 9 reveals the coalescent behavior of the two 
modes to be around 1500 ft/s to 2000 ft/s, also confirming aeroelastic flutter is occurring 





Figure 8: RLV’s Wing Flutter V-G Plot Representative (Ma = 1.1, Sym. BC) 
 







To further explore the aeroelastic flutter of the RLV wing configuration a more in 
depth analysis was performed to make an assessment of flutter speed across the flight 
envelope using linear aerodynamic methods. This analysis employs the same initial 
conditions as stated in the previous aeroelastic flutter study, only changing the Mach 
number. 
 Figure 10 depicts the results for the flutter analysis. The lowest flutter dynamic 
pressure (fdp) Mach number occurs at Ma = 1.1. In this analysis the first mode shape was 
responsible for the flutter excitation in each of the simulations.  
 
 







































4.0 RISK QUANTIFICATION 
 
Aeroelasticity is a prime example of a multidisciplinary analysis that combines 
three primary disciplines of analysis—aerodynamics, solid mechanics, and dynamics—
that result in many conflicting phenomena. The coupling of aerodynamic and structural 
forces are analyzed simultaneously to determine the effects on structural responses, 
vehicle performance, and vehicle controllability. Each discipline provides its own set of 
distinctive design variables, modelling assumptions, and performance criteria, all of 
which must be considered as well.  
One destructive phenomenon presented in the design of aerospace vehicles that 
poses a major risk to the vehicle’s structure is aeroelastic flutter. To avoid this type of 
failure, it has become customary in air vehicle design to construct an aeroelastic model to 
determine the flutter velocity and make sure the flutter failure occurs beyond an arbitrary 
flutter margin considered to be safe. This reliance on an arbitrary flutter margin can be 
reduced through uncertainty quantification techniques to reduce aeroelastic flutter risk 
and find the actual reliability in the problem.  
Sources of aeroelastic uncertainty come from the i) vehicle’s layout, materials, 
load paths, and environment; ii) vehicle’s class and purpose; iii) actual usage of aircraft; 
iv) risk aversion ability of users; v) amount of desired experience with component-level 
technologies and their integration into complex systems; and vi) level of experience with 




uncertainties associated with the design of aerospace vehicles that it would be very cost-
intensive to quantify all of them in one analysis. It is also important to be able to isolate 
uncertainties that pose the greatest amount of risk as well as classify them as epistemic 
and aleatory depending on knowledge about the variable. In recent work, Ueda has 
conducted research in the field of aeroelastic flutter uncertainty incorporating aleatory 
uncertainties [27]. Kurdi et al. also investigated the randomness of uncertain variables 
associated with flutter on the Goland wing [28]. Chang et al. established  an efficient and 
simplified algorithm to assess system relibility when limited information is available on 
aircraft design [29]. Wang and Qiu verified a non-probabilistic interval reliability 
analysis of flutter on a wing in which structural parameters and natural wind speed were 
defined by interval numbers [30].  
Parametric uncertainty refers to uncertainties with the parameters that are inputs 
to the model and analysis. Although models will usually operate with deterministic 
parameters in the scope of the actual physical manifestation of the problem, these values 
cannot always be considered deterministic in the analysis of the problem due to inherent 
uncertainties in the problem. These uncertainties can come from multiple sources that 
contribute to and compound to produce a significant degree of disbelief in the result of a 
single analysis. While uncertainties in the design variables and input parameters of a 
model are generally referred to as parametric uncertainty, the way in which these 
uncertainties are modelled and considered determines their further classification.   
Parametric uncertainties are classified into two distinct categories—aleatory and 
epistemic [9, 31].[9] [31]Aleatory uncertainty occurs when enough knowledge regarding the 




values can be constructed and assumed to be valid. Aleatory uncertainty is typically 
defined in terms of probabilistic distributions (Figure 11). 
 
 
Figure 11: Probability Density Function in 2D 
 
When described in this manner, a probabilistic distribution of output responses 
can often be calculated, after which a probability of failure can be prescribed (Figure 12).   
 
Figure 12: Probability of Failure Representation 
 
However, all variables cannot always be assumed to be probabilistic. While well 
understood parameters with an abundance of data available allow the assignment of a 




might not be possible, or might even result in erroneous results.  If a probability is 
assigned to a value to which only limited data is available, it is possible to improperly 
define the variable, making the results of any analysis using that distribution incorrect.  
Instead of assuming a distribution to these parameters, an appropriate method must be 
selected for analyzing the uncertainty in this type of problem. 
 Epistemic uncertainty, on the other hand, occurs when limited information is 
known regarding the uncertain variable, and it would be inaccurate to assume a 
distribution. The uncertainty types are classified for the particular problem being 
explored, depending on the amount of information currently available, which can change 
as more information becomes available in time. For example, an uncertain variable such 
as a gust load in an aeroelastic analysis can possess little information and would be 
considered epistemic. However, if extensive data acquisition through testing is completed 
and enough information is obtained, the variable’s uncertainty can change to aleatory. 
(Although these are two types of uncertainties, each must be quantified using different 
analytical techniques). Demonstrated in Figure 13 is a sample of techniques that are 
capable of solving both epistemic and aleatory uncertainty problems (FORM and SORM 







Figure 13: Parametric Uncertainty Quantification Breakdown 
 
4.1 Evidence Theory  
 
Evidence Theory, also known as Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence, was 
originated by Dempster and developed by Shafer to quantify epistemic uncertainties [32, 
33].[32][33]Evidence Theory quantifies uncertainty with a bound of two measures, belief (BEL) 
and plausibility (PL) that the limit state function is satisfied in problems where limited 
variable information exists. Instead of defining a probability distribution function to the 
parameters like in conventional probabilistic methods, intervals information is assigned 
to variable uncertainty based on limited available data, expert opinions, or prior 
knowledge of the problem. Bae et al. introduced Evidence Theory as a quantification of 
epistemic uncertainties to the reliability of structures [34, 35]. [34][35] 
The first step in any type of reliability analysis including Evidence Theory is to 
define the limit state or failure boundary of the problem.  





The response of the problem is f(x), and flimit is a predetermined value of the 
failure limit. A success of the limit state is determined when g(x) ≥ 0, likewise when    
g(x) < 0 the limit state is considered a failure.  
The key to Evidence Theory’s flexibility to solve epistemic uncertainty problems 
is the basic belief assignment (BBA) seen in Figure 14.  
 
Figure 14: Basic Belief Assignment for a Variable 
 
It is important to note that a BBA must be constructed for each uncertain variable. 
Sets of intervals are defined in each BBA based on available data or expert opinion, and 
the sets of intervals can be contiguous, disjoint, or overlapping. Each interval in the BBA 
is then assigned a weight, denoted by mi,j where i represents the BBA of an uncertain 
variable and j is the index of the interval in the BBA. The sum of the weights in a BBA 
must be one. The weight of each interval in the BBA is selected based on the amount of 
data in that specific interval or the expert’s opinion of the likelihood of the uncertainty 
occurring in the interval.  
Once the BBAs are constructed, the next step is to solve for belief and plausibility 
of an occurring event by creating a joint basic belief assignment. The joint BBA is 
constructed with the combination of each independent interval in one variable’s BBA, 
with each independent interval in the other variable’s BBAs until all permutations of 




are identified as hypercubes. The weights of each interval associated with each hypercube 
are multiplied together to determine the joint weight of individual hypercubes.  
Once the joint BBA is constructed, it is necessary to determine if the hypercubes 
contain belief or plausibility. To do so it is required to calculate the problem responses, 
f(x), over the design space enclosed by the joint BBA structure. From the responses, f(x), 
the failure set of the problem is then calculated by determining if the set of responses 
satisfy the limit state function. The belief and plausibility functions are calculated by 
Equations (3) and (4) depending on where the failure set occurs in the hypercubes. 
             
    
 (3) 
 
             
      
 (4) 
 
where Ci corresponds to the particular hypercube of interest and A represents the failure 
set. Once it has been determined if the hypercubes contain belief or plausibility, the 
corresponding joint weights of the hypercubes are summed up to determine the final 
reliability bound that falls between [0.0, 1.0] demonstrated in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: Belief (BEL) and Plausibility (PL) bound 
 
An example was conducted to demonstrate this concept, where Figure 16 







Figure 16: Evidence Theory joint BBA structure 
 
 The belief function, BEL (A) is obtained by adding up the joint weight of the 
hypercubes for C1 and C4 that are completely enclosed by the shaded area. Next PL (A) is 
calculated by adding the joint weights of C1, C2, C4, and C5 are summed because they are 
completely or partially contained by failure region A.  
Since Evidence Theory can be applied to multiple fields of science, the notation 
must be defined for an engineering problem. The structural responses of the engineering 
problem can be expressed as a vector Y that depends on the input vector X, with a system 
model f. 
       (5) 
 
The first step is to identify the uncertain parameters of the problem and create their BBAs 
represented as xi. The next step is to construct a joint BBA that contains hypercubes, C, 
of the problem. Equation (6) demonstrates a two variable joint BBA.  





where n is the number of intervals in the first basic belief assignment and p is the number 
of intervals in the second basic belief assignment. The weights of the hypercube set are 
defined by Equation (7). 
                                 (7) 
 
The degree of belief and plausibility are obtained by setting the Xf set (Equation (8)) of 
uncertain vectors and the Uf set (Equation (9)) of a failure system response.  
                    and                   (8) 
 
                    and                   (9) 
 
The failure occurrence of a target system response is defined with a limit state value, 
Limit. After determining the sets of Xf and Uf the belief and plausibility functions are 
evaluated by checking all hypercubes in the joint BBA structure using Equations (10) and 
(11). 
               
             
 (10) 
 
              
               
 (11) 
 
To do so, it is required to calculate the system response range for each hypercube 
in the joint BBA. There are several methods in engineering applications, including 
optimization methods, sampling methods, and the vertex method. The failure set of the 




function. The belief and plausibility functions are calculated based on if whether the 
failure set of the problem falls entirely or partly in the hypercube of interest. In fact, this 
approach of calculating belief and plausibility results in a bound in failure prediction. If 
these hypercubes are smaller, or more expert opinions are available, the belief and 
plausibility predictions would be closer to each other.  
 
 
Figure 17: Evidence Theory Framework 
 
For this research the vertex method is utilized, which assumes a system response 
is continuous and monotonic with respect to every uncertain parameter [36]. The vertex 
method is incorporated by executing a simulation of the limit state with the information 
located at each vertex of the hypercube. A hypercube contains 2
n




number of BBAs in that particular problem. At the vertex simulations are conducted and 




4.1.1 Evidence Theory with Response Surface Surrogate 
 
 
Evidence Theory’s computational cost increases as more intervals are assigned to 
the BBAs, additional uncertain variables are introduced to the problem, and higher 
fidelity models are implemented. To alleviate the high computational cost associated with 
the execution of multiple Evidence Theory analyses, Swiler et al. demonstrated the 
viability of implementing a global surrogate model of the response [37]. The accuracy of 
the Evidence Theory results with the implementation of a surrogate model is highly 
dependent on the number of samples and the number of uncertain parameters. Illustrated 
in Figure 17 is the framework of Evidence Theory with a global surrogate model. The 
surrogate model can be obtained from multipoint approximations, response surface 





Figure 18: Evidence Theory Framework with Surrogate Model 
 
4.2 Plausibility Decision 
 
 With the design optimization formulation in reliability based problems, it has 
become necessary to produce an efficient method to calculate sensitivities for analyses 
involving epistemic uncertainties. To accomplish the task of integrating Evidence Theory 
into mathematical optimization procedures, sensitivity information of belief or 
plausibility measures must be available with respect to the design variables. A dilemma 
occurs since the belief and plausibility functions solved in Evidence Theory are 
discontinuous step functions. Bae et al. introduced a function known as plausibility 
decision (PL_dec) to solve this difficulty. The function creates a continuous measure by 
employing the generalized insufficient reason principle that assumes a uniform 
probability distribution for each distinct interval in the basic belief assignments [13]. 
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where  
   
            
    
 (13) 
 
Equation (13) defines fh as the feasible or failure hypercube percentage, which represents 
the percentage of plausibility contained in a hypercube if a probability of failure or 
probability of success problem is being analyzed. ck is the total region of the hypercube 
where k indicates the hypercube of interest. f
--1
 (Uf) ∩ck defines the feasible region of the 
hypercube. f
--1
 (Uf) ∩ck can be obtained numerically by defining the H function as 
follows: 
                          (14) 
 
where 
   
                       
                                
  (15) 
 
and x is defined by the vector of uncertain parameters defined in the problem. By 
integrating the H function the failure region can be calculated as follows. 
            
    
    
                                   
    
    
    
    
        
 
 






In the above calculation  signifies the multidimensional uncertain space. In a reliability 
analysis PL_dec can be described as the summation of the ratio of the feasible region to 
the entire region of each individual hypercube’s weight. Figure 19 demonstrates the 
discontinuous step functions of belief and plausibility, as well as the continuous PL_dec 
measure for a limit state function with design variable modification.  
 
Figure 19: Belief, plausibility, and PL_dec functions 
 
Notice that PL_dec will always fall between the belief and plausibility bounds. Due to 
PL_dec’s continuous nature, it is possible to determine gradient information using a finite 
difference scheme that can then be used in a sequential iterative optimization procedure. 
Not only is PL_dec useful for calculating sensitivities in Evidence Theory based 
problems, it can also be used as a supplemental measurement to decide whether or not a 
system can be accepted when the resulting bounds of plausibility and belief are too large 
by giving a single term estimation of the reliability. 
As mentioned previously, the feasible region of PL_dec must be directly 
integrated to solve for the feasible hypercube percentage, and therefore is 




approximation method of PL_dec is necessary. Three methods presenting plausibility 
decision approximations on a two dimensional problem are depicted in Figure 20 where 
in each subfigure one hypercube is illustrated to include four vertices. 
 
 
Figure 20: Plausibility decision methods 
 
In these hypercubes, three of the four vertices satisfy the limit state function and 
are illustrated with a circle (●), and one violates the limit state function and is represented 
by a triangle (▲). The dashed line with square end caps (■) represents the approximation 
of the PL_dec measure and the line with star end caps () represents the actual limit state 
function of the hypercube.  
Bae et al. developed the first approximation of PL_dec that includes a two part 
approximation process [12]. The first part of the process generates a local surrogate 
model of the limit state function for each hypercube containing plausibility. Due to the 
ease of implementation, a response surface is used as the surrogate model of the limit 




surface, the hypercube’s design space must be sampled and additional simulations are 
executed, resulting in increased computational cost. The second step in the process is to 
linearize the obtained nonlinear surrogate model sequentially. This linearization of the 
non-linear surrogate model results in a piece-wise, linear approximation of the limit state 
function for the hypercube of interest. With the linearized piece-wise function 
approximation the feasible hypercube percentage can be determined. The feasible region, 
(f
--1
 (Uf) ∩ck), of the hypercube can be calculated by numerical integration using 
conventional numerical schemes such as Simpson’s rule or trapezoidal rule. The feasible 
region is then divided by the total region of the hypercube resulting in the feasible 
hypercube percentage (fh). The feasible hypercube percentage is then multiplied by the 
hypercube’s weight, to determine the portion of PL_dec contained in the particular 
hypercube of interest. This process must be continued for each hypercube containing 
plausibility, and then the total PL_dec is calculated by summing each portion.   
To reduce computational cost and omit the intermediate response surface 
approximation required in Bae’s metric, Alyanak et al. introduced a PL_dec 
approximation metric termed the element boundary intersection method [13]. This 
PL_dec approximation method focuses on determining where the limit state function 
intersects the boundary of the hypercube. The intersection of the hypercube boundary is 
calculated by identifying when adjacent vertices in the hypercube demonstrate a change 
from a satisfaction to a violation of the limit state function. The approximation of the 
limit state function where g(x) = 0 is determined by linearly interpolating between the 
interval of the hypercube vertices. A linear approximation is then constructed between 




approximation method the feasible region (f
--1
 (Uf) ∩ck) of the hypercube can be 
calculated by numerical integration. The feasible region is then divided by the total 
region of the hypercube resulting in the feasible hypercube percentage (fh). The total 
PL_dec for the uncertainty analysis is summed the same way as described in Bae’s 
process.  
The current research develops a new PL_dec approximation, where the 
approximation of the feasible hypercube percentage is formulated in Equation (17).  
   
          
 
   
     
 
   
 (17) 
In the equation, N represents the number of vertices in the hypercube of interest, i 
is the index of the vertex being examined, and gi is the value of the limit state function at 
vertex i.  
The feasible hypercube percentage is calculated with an equation so there is no 
need for an approximation of the failure boundary. As seen in Figure 20 (c), the feasible 
hypercube percentage is represented by the green shaded area where it slowly fades to 
white representing the approximation of the feasible region without a failure boundary. 
To calculate the new PL_dec approximation, the belief and plausibility is first 
calculated by using Evidence Theory. Each hypercube that contains a value of 
plausibility is then reanalyzed with Equation (17) to calculate the feasible hypercube 
percentage (fh). After the feasible hypercube percentage is calculated for each hypercube 
containing plausibility, it is then multiplied by the corresponding joint weights of the 
hypercubes, resulting in a set of weighted values that must be summed to calculate the 
total PL_dec of the problem. For example, consider the hypercube in Figure 20 (c) where 




the triangle represents a violation of the limit state function with a value of g(x) = -0.2. 
The proposed PL_dec approximation would calculate the feasible hypercube percentage 
(fh) to be 0.8824, demonstrated in Equation (18). The fh must then be multiplied by the 
joint weight of the hypercube to calculate PL_dec, and in this example the joint weight is 
1.0, as there is only one hypercube resulting in a PL_dec of 0.8824.  
               
                             
        (18) 
 
The advantage of this new PL_dec approximation is that it does not require 
numerical integration or additional computational simulations to evaluate; also one major 
difference in the PL_dec approximations described is how they behave in a 
multidimensional problem. The complexity of numerical integration when solving for 
PL_dec increases in Bae’s and Alyanak’s approach as more uncertain variables are 
introduced. One advantage to the proposed PL_dec approximation is that it can be easily 
implemented into a multidimensional problem because it is solved numerically in a single 
equation and numerical integration is not required. PL_dec value of 0.8824 for this 
hypercube is less than 1.0, which would have been the result if only plausibility was 
being considered. Another advantage in the proposed plausibility decision metric is in the 
case where a nonlinear limit state function intersects a hypercube’s boundaries in 
multiple locations.  
Figure 21 demonstrates this incident in a case for a two variable problem, where 
the hypercube’s boundary is intersected four times by the limit state function and 






Figure 21: Proposed plausibility decision robust demonstration 
 
  The proposed method only has one solution, making it a more robust 
methodology. The two variable problem is a simplistic case and it can be seen rather 
easily that the limit state function occurs twice in the presented hypercube. The immense 
advantage of the proposed method occurs in a multidimensional problem where the limit 
state function can intersect the hypercube’s boundaries multiple times. Due to the 
complexity of the interval interactions in multidimensional problems, it is difficult to 
determine where to approximate the failure region of the design space for the previous 
two methods, therefore making the proposed plausibility decision method a more viable 
methodology in multidimensional problems.  
To demonstrate the validity of the proposed PL_dec approximation, a two 
variable Evidence Theory example is explored. In this example the reliability of the 
problem is calculated which corresponds to the feasible hypercube percentage being 
calculated in the hypercubes containing plausibility. Equation (19) represents the limit 
state function of the two variable problem where a failure is considered for g(x)<0.  











The basic belief assignments (BBA) of two uncertain variables are illustrated in 
Figure 22, and the interval information is tabulated in Table 4. The combination of the 
two uncertain variables results in a joint BBA containing nine hypercubes (Figure 23) 
where the limit state function is represented by a solid red line. 
 
 
Figure 22: Basic Belief assignments for PL_dec validation 
 
 
Table 4: Plausibility Decision Validation Basic Belief Assignments 
BBA for X1 
 





m1,1 = .20 [5.00, 6.00] m2,1 = .15 [5.00, 7.50] 
m1,2 = .35 [6.00, 7.50] m2,2 = .05 [7.00, 9.00] 






Figure 23: Joint BBA containing nine hypercubes 
 
 When Evidence Theory methodology was executed it was determined that six 
hypercubes contained plausibility (hypercubes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) that satisfied the limit 
state (reliability). Figure 24 shows the safe region of hypercubes 4, 5, 6, and 7 that must 
be examined to find the feasible hypercube percentage. Hypercubes 8 and 9 are 
completely enclosed by the safe region, and therefore the feasible hypercube percentage 







Figure 24: Hypercubes 4, 5, 6, and 7 for PL_dec validation 
 
The results of the approximate PL_dec calculation were compared to the actual 
PL_dec in the problem. The actual PL_dec was calculated by determining the fh of each 
of the six hypercubes containing plausibility by executing a 100,000 sample Monte Carlo 
simulation of Equation (19) for each of the six hypercubes containing plausibility. The fh 
was calculated by dividing the amount of Monte Carlo simulations that resulted in       
g(x)  0 by the total amount of simulations executed. Table 5 and Table 6 contain the 
results for the three variable demonstration cases for each of the plausibility decision 
approximation methods. It was determined that the actual PL_dec of the problem was 




roughly a 2.4% difference of the PL_dec measure for this nonlinear problem. Since the 
problem is very nonlinear Alyanak’s plausibility decision method with linear 
approximations PL_dec performs slightly worse than the proposed method with around a 
2.7% difference of the PL_dec measure. Bae’s plausibility approximation performs the 
best with around a 0.3% difference of the actual PL_dec metric, but comes with the cost 
of additional simulations. Although Bae’s plausibility decision metric is more accurate, 
the additional computational cost as well as the complex numerical integration makes this 
method infeasible when multiple uncertainties are associated with a reliability problem. 
Thus the proposed plausibility decision metric will be used in all reliability analysis in 
this research. 
 
Table 5: Plausibility Decision Validation Results 
Hypercube m = m1,i x m2,j 
Actual Proposed Method 
fh fh x m fh fh x m 
1 0.0300 0 0 0 0 
2 0.0100 0 0 0 0 
3 0.1600 0 0 0 0 
4 0.0525 0.0888 0.0047 0.0994 0.0052 
5 0.0175 0.5403 0.0095 0.4673 0.0082 
6 0.2800 0.8231 0.2305 0.7818 0.2189 
7 0.0675 0.9436 0.0637 0.8796 0.0594 
8 0.0225 1.0000 0.0225 1.0000 0.0225 
9 0.3600 1.0000 0.3600 1.0000 0.3600 















Table 6: Plausibility Decision Results 
Hypercube m = m1,i x m2,j 
Bae Alyanak 
fh fh x m fh fh x m 
1 0.0300 0  0  0  0  
2 0.0100 0  0  0  0  
3 0.1600 0  0  0  0  
4 0.0525 0.0910  0.0048  0.0552  0.0029  
5 0.0175 0.5349  0.0094  0.4675  0.0082  
6 0.2800 0.8129  0.2276  0.7666  0.2146  
7 0.0675 0.9525  0.0643  0.9521  0.0643  
8 0.0225 1.0000  0.0225  1.0000  0.0225  
9 0.3600 1.0000  0.3600  1.0000  0.3600  





4.3 Sensitivity Analysis in Evidence Theory 
 
 
Sensitivity analysis determines how ―sensitive‖ a model is to modifications to the 
design parameters. Sensitivity information can be used to determine the most important 
contributor of the design variables to the system response. Sensitivities also make it 
possible to improve the current design by implementing them into a gradient-based 
design optimization algorithm. 
To implement an Evidence Theory into reliability-based design optimization, 
sensitivity information must be available from belief or plausibility. In the previous 
sections it was determined plausibility decision must be used, since it provides a 
continuous measure. One method to collect sensitivities with respect to the design 
variables is to implement a finite difference approach. Unlike in probabilistic methods 




finite difference technique, the basic belief assignment in Evidence Theory assigns a 
range of values for the uncertain variables. To address the problem with a range of values 
the basic belief assignment must be normalized. The normalization of the BBAs permits a 
single input value that can be propagated through the BBA and then through Evidence 
Theory analysis resulting in a PL_dec value. Changing the input value of the BBA by h 
and performing Evidence Theory analysis again will acquire a new PL_dec, which can be 
used in the forward finite difference of Equation (20) to determine the variables’ 
sensitivities.  
      
   
  





To demonstrate a sensitivity analysis when Evidence Theory is incorporated, a 
four bar-truss structure is investigated (Figure 25). 
 
Figure 25: Four-Bar Truss Structure 
 
The four bar truss structure was presented by Haftka et al. [38] to demonstrate a 




to demonstrate a sensitivity analysis with Evidence Theory. The structure contains three 
members with the same length and cross sectional area A1 and a final member with cross 
sectional area A2. The modulus of elasticity is denoted by E, the load is P, and L 
represents the length of the beam. The displacement equation is converted to a limit state 
function represented by Equation (21) 








where      
     
 
 and       
     
 
. 
  The uncertain variables of x1 and x2 were assigned normalized BBAs illustrated 
in Figure 26 and further detailed in Table 7. 
 
Figure 26: Four-Bar Truss Structure BBAs 
Table 7: Plausibility Decision Validation Basic Belief Assignments 
BBA for X1 
 





m1,1 = .10 [0.95, 0.96] m2,1 = .80 [0.95, 0.96] 
m1,2 = .35 [0.96, 0.99] m2,2 = .03 [0.96, 1.00] 
m1,3 = .40 [0.99, 1.01] m2,3 = .07 [1.00, 1.01] 
m1,4 = .15 [1.01, 1.03]  
m2,4 = .10 [1.01, 1.03] 
 
 To obtain sensitivities using a forward finite difference, PL_dec must be solved 
for as many design variables plus an additional time. For example, since there are two 




contains the input parameter as well as the resulting plausibility, belief, and PL_dec 
metrics.   
Table 8: Finite Difference Numerical Information 
Point (x1,x2) BEL PL PL_dec 
(9.5, 9.5) .0550 .2775 .1123 
(9.6, 9.5) .0550 .6095 .1975 
(9.5, 9.6) .0550 .2775 .1582 
 
 
Equations (22) and (23) demonstrate the calculations required to obtain gradient 
information with respect to the design variables x1 and x2. The results show that design 
variable x1 is almost as twice as sensitive as design variable x2 at this specific design 
point.  
      
   
 
           
       
       (22) 
 
      
   
 
           
       
       (23) 
 
To demonstrate the gradients of belief, plausibility, and plausibility decision with 
respect to the design variables of the displacement limit state, two parametric 
investigations were completed. The investigations were completed by holding one of the 
design variables constant at the design condition and sweeping the other design variable 
to determine the behavior of the measures with respect to the design variable 
manipulation. The resulting plots are illustrated in Figure 27 and Figure 28 where the red 





Figure 27: Reliability Sensitivity With Respect to X1 
 





5.0 RELIABILITY-BASED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION INCORPORATING 
EVIDENCE THEORY 
 
  In design there are many considerations that take part in structural demands 
including the assurance of a safe structure. In most cases the demands that concern the 
aerospace community are weight and cost savings of the vehicle. To minimize the 
structural weight of an aerospace vehicle while maintaining an acceptable level of 
reliability requires an optimization algorithm. In most cases deterministic design 
optimization is implemented into the design of aerospace vehicles without considering 
parametric variations. Typically deterministic design optimization formulates the 
problem with an objective function that is to be minimized or maximized bounded by 
constraints: 
Minimize: 
     (24) 
 
Subject to: 
         (25) 
 
        (26) 
 
Where f(x) is the objective function and x represents the vector of design variables that 
must satisfy the equality constraints and inequality constraints correspond to hj(x) and 
gi(x) respectively.  
 Reliability–Based Design Optimization (RBDO) is a valuable evolution in 
deterministic design optimization. RBDO can be applied to aerospace vehicles where 




Instead of optimizing a problem based on deterministic parameters the objective function 
or constraints are based on reliability. In this general representation of RBDO, the 
problem is formulated with an objective function based on a reliability that is to be 
minimized or maximized bounded by constraints: 
 
Minimize: 
   (27) 
 
Subject to: 
         (28) 
 
        (29) 
  
Where the objective function is Pf  (Probability of Failure) and x is the vector of design 
variables that can contain uncertainties or can influence uncertainties depending on how 
the problem is established. The goal is minimize the objective function that results in a 
more reliable design. 
RBDO techniques are developed to address the analytical guarantee of the 
performance of a structural system. In this section, uncertainty quantification using 
Evidence Theory is implemented into an outer loop design optimization framework. The 







Figure 29: Gradient-Based RBDO Flow-Chart 
 
 To address the discontinuity of the measurements obtained in Evidence Theory 
(BEL and PL), a supplementary measurement plausibility decision discussed in previous 
sections provides means to obtain gradient information. Once the gradient information is 
obtained, implementation of any gradient based optimization technique such as feasible 
directions algorithm and sequential quadratic programming can be implemented in the 
outer loop optimization.  In this research, sequential quadratic programming (SQP) was 
selected due to the robustness in the algorithm for nonlinear continuous optimization. The 
optimization algorithm searches the design space until an optimum solution is located, at 
which no further reduction in the value of the objective function is possible without 
violating the constraints. There is generally no guarantee that the optimum is the global 
maximum or minimum. To confirm the optimum solution the optimization is initiated 




The process of RBDO using a computer-based model to calculate the reliability 
generally requires an extensive computing effort to calculate the reliability of one design 
point using Evidence Theory, but with the surrogate modeling techniques demonstrated 
in Evidence Theory the computational cost is significantly reduced.  
Example 
 To demonstrate this RBDO the four-bar truss structure (Figure 25) explained in 
section 4.4.1 will now be optimized. The BBAs in Figure 26 as well as the limit state 
function from the previous example are also used in the analysis. This demonstration case 
explores a range of desired reliability factor. 
The problem formulation for this example is as follows:  
Minimize: 
           (30) 
 
Subject to: 




   
  
   (31) 
 
             (32) 
 
             (33) 
 
                (34) 
 
 
In the above equation d Rd  is the desired reliability factor for the constraint g1. Rd is 




results from the gradient-based RBDO using the proposed plausibility decision 
approximation. As seen in the table there is a range of optimizations, in which the Rd 
limit was altered. Notice as the Rd is increased (meaning reliability of the structure is 
increasing) the higher the objective function value is. This demonstrates a more reliable 
structure costs more in materials than a less reliable one. The fmincon command in 
MATLAB R 2009a package was used to optimize the following analysis [39]. 
 
Table 9: Four-Bar Truss Reliability Design Optimization Results 
x1 x2 f Rd PL_dec BEL PL 
9.335 9.234 43.999 0.01 0.01 0 0.0255 
9.423 9.601 44.900 0.1 0.1 0.015 0.253 
9.627 9.458 45.266 0.2 0.2 0.055 0.6095 
9.541 9.711 45.444 0.3 0.3 0.175 0.6095 
9.468 9.939 45.621 0.4 0.4 0.175 0.6195 
9.580 9.839 45.786 0.5 0.5 0.175 0.91 
9.682 9.807 46.034 0.6 0.6 0.53 0.917 
9.780 9.822 46.353 0.7 0.7 0.54 0.917 
9.785 10.001 46.679 0.8 0.8 0.54 1.0 
9.962 9.988 47.188 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 
23.782 25.588 115.667 0.95 0.95 0.9 1.0 
27.185 40.579 152.102 0.99 0.99 0.9 1.0 










6.0 RLV WING DESIGN STUDIES 
 
6.1 Epistemic Uncertainty Investigation 
 
 This study focuses on a reliability analysis of an RLV wing’s flutter and 
demonstrates the calculation of sensitivities with respect to the uncertain variables.  The 
limit state function is defined by a critical flutter dynamic pressure (fdp) of 2000 psf 
formulated in Equation (35), implying that if structural flutter of the wing occurred below 
2000 psf, the design would be considered unsafe.  
                                                     (35) 
 
The uncertain variables defined in this problem are based on the importance they 
play in the vehicle’s design. To consider the multidisciplinary nature of the problem, 
three uncertain variables are chosen from the structural parameters of the analysis and 
three uncertain variables are selected from the aerodynamic parameters. 
Aerospace composite materials have multiple uncertainties that have limited 
information. The top layer thickness of the RLV’s upper skin was selected as an 
epistemic structural uncertainty. The top skin of the RLV(seen in Figure 34 as the red 
portion of the wing) wing is composed of four layers of a composite material where the 
layer thickness is considered to be the same for each of the four layers. Illustrated in 
Figure 30 is the composite layup of the wings structure where layers 1 through 4 are 




layers 2 and 3 in the same section of the wing are the second and third uncertain variables 
in this analysis.  
 
Figure 30: Element composite construction 
 
 The three uncertain variables associated with air density are air pressure, gas 
constant, and temperature. Equation (36) calculates the air density parameter for the 
aeroelastic analysis, where P = pressure, R = gas constant, and T = temperature. The 
variability in the gas constant was incorporated to simulate the uncertainty in the amount 
of moisture in the atmosphere. Both air pressure and temperature demonstrates variability 
from day to day and are difficult to accurately determine in advance, so the vehicle must 
be designed perform safely in multiple weather-related scenarios. 
  
 
     
 (36) 
 
Each of the six uncertain variables in the design of an RLV are considered 
epistemic as there is insufficient knowledge to be modelled as a probability distribution 
function. The uncertain variables are represented by xi with x1 = layer thickness, x2 = 
composite orientation of layer 3, x3 = composite orientation of layer 4, x4 = gas constant, 




atmospheric conditions and the other in aerospace composites) were consulted to develop 
a BBA for each uncertain variable associated with their particular discipline. Figure 31 
illustrates the variables’ BBAs for the composite and atmospheric uncertainties and Table 
10 clearly identifies the intervals in the BBAs. Each interval was then weighted based on 
the confidence of that particular interval by the corresponding expert.  
 
 
Figure 31: Aerodynamic Uncertainties Basic Belief Assignments  
 
 
Table 10: Reusable Launch Vehicle’s Basic Belief Assignments 
BBA for x1 
 
BBA for x2 
 
BBA for x3 
  Interval 
 
  Interval 
 
  Interval 
m1,1 = .85 [29.0,30.0] 
 
m2,1 = .05 [284.0,287.0] 
 
m3,1 = .75 [40.0,50.0] 
m1,2 = .15 [30.0,30.75] 
 
m2,2 = .95 [287.0,289.95] 
 
m3,2 = .25 [50.0,60.0] 
        BBA for x4 
 
BBA for x5 
 
BBA for x6 
  Interval 
 
  Interval 
 
  Interval 
m4,1 = .20 [-39.0,-41.0] 
 
m5,1 = .10 [0.01,0.0375] 
 
m6,1 = .05 [45.0,60.0] 
m4,2 = .80 [-43.0,-46.0] 
 
m5,2 = .85 [0.0375,0.045] 
 
m6,2 = .75 [50.0,85.0] 
   
m5,3 = .05 [0.045,0.05] 
 






An Evidence Theory reliability analysis was conducted of the tip-tail RLV wing 
using the vertex method to provide a baseline to compare the accuracy and computational 
cost of the results to the Evidence Theory with global response surface approach.  
A cubic response surface model was implemented as a surrogate model of the 
flutter simulation. To accurately capture the design space, Latin Hypercube sampling of 
the joint BBA design space was conducted with 25 simulations. The RLV’s wing is in the 
early stages of development and the finite element model exhibits a relatively low 
computational cost allowing for the additional accuracy granted by the use of a cubic 
response surface. Equation (37) formulates the cubic response surface that contains k 
number of variables and is formulated as: 
          
 
   
       
 
 
   
        
 
 
   
          
 
         
              
     
 (37) 
 
where βi are regression coefficients and   xi, xj, and xk represent the coded levels of the 
independent variables. 
6.1.1 Reusable Launch Vehicle Evidence Theory Results 
The results of plausibility, plausibility decision, and belief for the Evidence 
Theory and Evidence Theory with global response surface approaches are presented in 
Table 11.  
Table 11: RLV Evidence Theory Results 
 BEL PL_dec PL 
Number of simulations 
of FEA model 
Evidence Theory 0.8659 0.9399 1.0 3456 
Evidence Theory with 
Global Response Surface 





To give a general look at how the flutter behaves in the reliability analysis a 
deterministic flutter analysis was conducted. The deterministic values were selected from 
approximately the center of each basic belief assignment. Using the finite element model, 
uncertain variables, and flutter analysis described in the previous sections, where x1=.035 
(in), x2= 45°, x3= -45°, x4= 286 (R),  x5= 30 (in Hg), and x6= 75 (F°) at Ma = 1.1 resulting 
in a flutter dynamic pressure of 2394 psf.  
 The benefit to using a response surface in this analysis is from the 98% decrease 
in computational cost while still maintaining relative accuracy of the reliability bounds 
and plausibility decision. These results show that the reliability of the flutter of the 
RLV’s wing when the surrogate model is implemented into Evidence Theory analysis 
results in the reliability bound of [BEL=0.8647, PL=1.0] and PL_dec = 0.9394. 
The complementary cumulative function is a collection of data that allows for a 
quick examination of results when a range of limit state values are selected.  This plot 
represents the complementary cumulative function of the limit state for the flutter 
dynamic pressure of the RLV subjected to uncertain aerodynamic and structural 
parameters. The CCF plot shows how the Belief, Probability, and Plausibility of failure 
(the y-axis) change with respect to the maximum flutter dynamic pressure limit state (the 
x-axis). To complete the uncertainty quantification analysis a complementary cumulative 






Figure 32: Complementary cumulative Measurements of Plausibility, Belief, and Plausibility Decision for RLV 
Investigation 
 
For the varying limit state value, we can obtain complementary cumulative 
functions, CCF, from each approach. The CCF plot shows how Belief, Plausibility, and 
Plausibility decision change as the maximum allowable flutter dynamic pressure is 
increased. For instance, if the failure criterion is set to be any flutter dynamic pressure, a 
vertical line can be drawn on the x-axis originating at the desired value. By drawing this 
line the reliability bounds can be observed. Two important scenarios in the CCF plot are 
when both belief and plausibility equal one and when both belief and plausibility equal 
zero. When the failure boundary of 1100 psf is selected both belief and plausibility are 
equal to one, which suggest the vehicles wing is one hundred percent reliable. In, fact 




is that with the given uncertain variables and the assigned basic belief assignments the 
vehicles wing is one hundred percent reliable at that particular failure boundary. Looking 
at the other end of the spectrum, when the failure boundary of 2750 psf is selected the 
belief and plausibility are zero, where the entire design space fell below the failure limit. 
What this is saying is the vehicle will always fail at the desired mission.  
6.1.2 Reusable Launch Vehicle Evidence Theory Sensitivity Results 
Using the finite element model, uncertain variables, and flutter analysis described 
in the previous chapters, a sensitivity analysis with respect to the uncertain design 
variables incorporating Evidence Theory was conducted on the RLV’s Flutter reliability. 
The sensitivities of the PL_dec of the flutter reliability with respect to the uncertain 
design variables were calculated using the finite difference method on the results 
calculated from Evidence Theory using a surrogate model and are illustrated in Figure 33.  
 
Figure 33: Uncertain variables sensitivities for RLV configuration 
 
 With these sensitivity analysis results, it can be determined which uncertain 




and which uncertain variable has the greatest contribution to the overall uncertainty. The 
results show that the three structural uncertain variables (x1, x2, and x3) sensitivity 
magnitudes are similar.  In the three uncertain atmospheric variables the uncertainty in 
atmospheric pressure (x5) is the primary contributor to reducing plausibility decision. The 
sensitivity information can also be used to determine future data acquisition strategies in 
which more resources should be devoted to further quantify uncertainties in the system. 
Since data acquisition can be expensive it is important to determine the most sensitive 
variables in the analysis, it was determined the gas constant (x4) and atmospheric pressure 
(x5) variables would benefit from the acquisition of more information. 
 The pay off of using Evidence Theory compared to a probabilistic method is no 
new uncertainty was introduced to the problem by assuming a probability density 
function (pdf) for the uncertain variables. If the wrong pdf was assumed and a 
probabilistic method such as the first order reliability method or second order reliability 
method was used, the reliability of the analysis could have deviated from the actual 
reliability causing misleading information. 
6.2 Reliability-Based Design Optimization Epistemic Uncertainty 
Investigation  
 
 In this study an RLV wing structure is optimized to reduce the weight of the wing 
while increasing the flutter reliability. To consider the multidisciplinary nature of the 
problem, three uncertain variables are selected from the structural parameters and one 





Aerospace composite materials have multiple uncertainties that have limited 
information. The thickness of the RLV’s skin composite material is the three epistemic 
structural uncertainties considered in this analysis. The skins of the RLV wing are 
composed of four layers of a composite material where the layer thickness is considered 
to be the same for each of the four layers. Illustrated in Figure 30 is the composite layup 
of the wings structure where layers 1 through 4 are orientated as [0.0°, 45.0°, -45.0°, 
90.0°]. 
The air density was assumed as the fourth uncertain variable. Instead of reducing 
the air density into an equation and three separate uncertain demonstrated in the previous 
Evidence Theory analysis, it will consist of only one uncertainty to reduce the additional 
simulations that would result in more uncertain variables.   
Each of the four uncertain variables in the design of an RLV are considered 
epistemic as there is insufficient knowledge resulting in epistemic uncertainty. The 
uncertain variables are represented by xi with x1 = Wing Tip Skin Thickness, x2 = Wing 
Top Skin Thickness, x3 = Wing Bottom Skin Thickness, and x4 = Air Density. 
 Figure 34 illustrates two views of the RLV’s wing in which the three regions of 
skin thicknesses that contain uncertainty are defined. The blue section represents the 
wing tip skin (x1), the red region is the top skin (x2), and the green region is the bottom 






Figure 34: Variability Design of Skin Thickness Variables 
 
The BBAs for the four uncertain variables are illustrated in Figure 35 and Table 
12. The uncertain variable’s BBAs are represented as percentages because not only will 
the skin thicknesses be the uncertainties in the problem, they will also be the design 
variables in which the problem is optimized. The BBAs were developed based on expert 
opinions and like before each interval was then weighted based on the confidence of that 
particular interval by the corresponding expert.  
 





Table 12: BBAs for the Wing structure for RBDO study 
BBA for x1 
 
BBA for x2 
 
BBA for x3 
 
BBA for x4 
  Interval 
 
  Interval 
 
  Interval 
 
  Interval 
m1,1 = .16 [0.96,1.0] 
 
m2,1 = .03 [.95,.97] 
 
m3,1 = .10 [.95,.96] 
 
m4,1 = .11 [.94,.98] 
m1,2 = .41 [0.97,1.015] 
 
m2,2 = .12 [.97,.99] 
 
m3,2 = .22 [.95,1.0] 
 
m4,2 = .18 [.98,1.0] 
m1,3 = .30 [0.99,1.04] 
 
m2,3 = .07 [1.005,1.02] 
 
m3,3 = .06 [.97,1.005] 
 
m4,3 = .07 [.95,.99] 
m1,4 = .07 [1.01,1.02] 
 
m2,4 = .26 [.985,1.0] 
 
m3,4 = .08 [.99,1.006] 
 
m4,4 = .23 [.94,.99] 
m1,5 = .06 [1.02,1.03] 
 
m2,5 = .22 [.999,1.01] 
 
m3,5 = .33 [1.0,1.01] 
 
m4,5 = .13 [.96,1.03] 
   
m2,6 = .07 [1.01,1.02] 
 
m3,6 = .09 [1.02,1.03] 
 
m4,6 = .17 [1.01,1.04] 
   
m2,7 = .23 [.99,1.005] 
 
m3,7 = .12 [1.025,1.04] 
 
m4,7 = .11 [1.02,1.04] 
 
 
The limit state function is defined by a critical flutter dynamic pressure (fdp) of 
2100 psf formulated in Equation (38), implying that if structural flutter of the wing 
occurred below 2100 psf, the design would be considered unsafe.  
                   (38) 
 
 The goal of the optimization is to minimize the weight of the wing while having a 
constraint of plausibility decision above 0.98 defined as: 
 
Minimize: 
       
 
   
 (39) 
   
Subject to: 
               (40) 
 





Where n is the number of elements that consist of the skin section. i  and iV  are the 
mass density and volume, respectively, of the i
th 
structural element participating in the 
design. Rd is the desired reliability factor which in this case is 0.98. Only the skin 
elements with respect to the design variables are considered in the calculation of the 
objective function. The rest of the mass of the wing is a constant and does not need to be 
considered in the optimization. 
 In this problem, sequential quadratic programming (SQP) was selected as the 
optimization algorithm used in the outer loop. The gradient information was calculated 
by employing the proposed plausibility decision metric since the problem contains 
multiple variables. The gradient information calculated from the finite difference 
methodology was used to create an approximation of the reliability constraint. Two-Point 
Adaptive Nonlinear approximation (TANA 2) was selected as the approximation to the 
plausibility decision reliability constraint because it has the capability of adjusting its 
nonlinearity to any target function automatically by using two-point information of 
plausibility decision [40].  
Table 13 shows the initial and optimized results for the RLV wing optimization. 
The optimization resulted in an increase in PL_dec, meeting the constraint, while slightly 
increasing the weight of the skin of the wing. Since the air density in this problem is not a 
design variable but still an uncertain variable its value that propagates through the 



















(lb) PL_dec PL BEL 
Initial  0.0524     0.0940     0.0692 58.917 0.25 0.60 0.00 
Optimum 0.0420     0.1006     0.0819 61.061 0.98 1.00 0.84 
 
 The design begins in the infeasible region and the optimized result ends in the 
feasible region. The optimization converged at 20 iterations where the reliability 
constraint was active at the final iteration. The optimized solution resulted in a set of skin 
thickness values that were realistic and could be reasonable manufactured. 
A deterministic flutter analysis was conducted at the initial design as well as the 
optimized design of the RLV’s wing flutter dynamic pressure. A deterministic flutter 
analysis was conducted with the initial input parameters of the optimization where x1 = 




 at Ma = 1.1 
where the flutter dynamic pressure was 2048.5 psf. Since the flutter dynamic pressure is 
below the 2100 psf failure boundary, the deterministic analysis would not satisfy the 
mission requirements.  
A deterministic flutter analysis was then conducted on the optimal input 
parameters of the optimization where x1 = 0.0420 (in), x2 = 0.1006 (in), x3 = 0.0819 (in), 




 at Ma = 1.1 where the flutter dynamic pressure of 2177.0 psf 
was calculated. This deterministic flutter analysis satisfies the limit state function and 
satisfies the mission’s requirements. 
Figure 36, Figure 37, and Figure 38 show the convergence of the objective 





Figure 36: RBDO History of Objective Function 
 










7.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 The technical effort conducted in this research developed methods relevant to the 
reliability-based structural design of a reusable launch vehicle. The first step was to 
analyze a trajectory for the RLV. Critical points on the trajectory were revealed and 
selected based on the extremes the vehicle encounters, such as maneuverability and rapid 
changes in atmospheric conditions.  
 To evaluate these critical points with a higher fidelity analysis a wing model was 
constructed based on a representative finite element model of the RLV’s tip-tail 
configuration. Since no physical model of the RLV wing was available at the time of this 
research, the created finite element wing model was validated based on a preliminary 
finite element model of the RLV,  using the modal assurance criterion for mode shape 
comparisons and a frequency comparison analysis. From the validation analyses it was 
concluded that the new model was in sufficient agreement with the preliminary finite 
element model and was used to demonstrate the reliability-based design optimization 
framework while keeping computational cost low. An aeroelastic model was then 
constructed by combining an aerodynamic model with the structural model. The 
aeroelastic model was then used to conduct a case study of the vehicles flutter velocity in 
the flight envelope. During the vehicle’s launch and reentry phases it was revealed that 
the vehicle encountered the most dynamic pressure which was responsible for flutter, and 
therefore requiring further investigation using reliability analysis.  
 Epistemic uncertainty was analyzed using Evidence Theory where uncertain 
variables with limited information are quantified. It was discovered Evidence Theory can 




surrogate model was implemented into Evidence Theory’s framework. Evidence Theory 
results in reliability bound of plausibility and belief. To implement reliability based 
design optimization a continuous measure of reliability was needed. A new plausibility 
decision approximation was introduced to estimate the reliability within the bound and to 
obtain gradient information. Three methods of plausibility decision were investigated 
including the proposed approximation where it was determined to be the most fitting in a 
gradient based RBDO framework that included multiple uncertain variables because it 
did not require additional simulations or the complex numerical integration. 
 The next step in this research was to incorporate uncertainty quantification into 
design optimization. Gradient-based reliability-based design optimization incorporating 
Evidence Theory was utilized. It was discovered that in reliability-based design 
problems, gradient information calculation is extremely computationally expensive. The 
computational cost arises from calculating the response gradients. A global surrogate 
model approach was implemented in the Evidence Theory analysis to greatly reduce the 
computational cost, which made calculating the gradients of the problem using the finite 
difference methodology a viable option. 
 Finally, two analyses were completed on the RLV wing incorporating 
uncertainties. The first analysis conducted was an Evidence Theory uncertainty 
quantification analysis, where the uncertainties were found in atmospheric conditions and 
composite materials. For this study six uncertain variables were selected, three of which 
came from structural uncertainties and three from atmospheric uncertainties. Flutter 
dynamic pressure was used as the limit state. A sensitivity analysis was also conducted 




design variables to the system response. In this analysis it was determined atmospheric 
pressure and gas constant are the most sensitive uncertain design variables. The second 
analysis conducted was a gradient-based reliability design optimization of the RLV wing 
including aeroelastic uncertainties. The uncertain variables were three sections of skin 
thicknesses as well as air density. The design variables selected to improve the reliability 
while minimizing weight in the optimization were the three skin sections thicknesses. 
The optimization of the RLV wing demonstrated that with a slight increase in the weight 
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TIME 100                           $ TIME IN CPU MINUTES 
SOL 145                            $ FLUTTER ANALYSIS 
CEND 
TITLE = RLV WING FLUTTER SYMETRIC 
LABEL = PK-FLUTTER METHOD 
SVEC = ALL                         $ PRINT VIBRATION MODES 
ECHO = BOTH 
SPC = 1                            $ FUSELAGE CONSTRAINT 
$SDAMP = 2000  
METHOD = 10            $ MODIFIED GIVENS FOR VIBRATION ANALYSIS 





SET 1 = QUAD4 
PTITLE = STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
FIND SCALE, ORIGIN 1, SET 1 




CURVELINESYMBOL = -6 
YTTITLE = DAMPING G 
YBTITLE = FREQUENCY F HZ 
XTITLE = VELOCITY V (FT/SEC) 
XTGRID LINES = YES 
XBGRID LINES = YES 
YTGRID LINES = YES 
YBGRID LINES = YES 
UPPER TICS = -1 
TRIGHT TICS = -1 
BRIGHT TICS = -1 
XYPLOT VG / 1(G,F) 2(G,F) 3(G,F) $4(G,F) 
OUTPUT(PLOT) 
PLOTTER = NASTRAN 
SET 1 = ALL 
FIND SCALE, ORIGIN 1, SET 1 
PLOT SET 1 





AERO                    87 .    1.1409-71 
 
$ Wing Aerodynamic Model 
CAERO1  101     1               12      7       0       0       1       +CA101 
+CA101  10.0    0.      0.      87.     111.    84.     0.      25. 
SPLINE1 100     101     111     177     100     .0 
SET1    100     105     107     110     115     120     108     111     +SA 
+SA     116     121     112     117     122 
 
$ Wing Tip Aerodynamic Model 
CAERO1  1111    1               8       8       0       0       1       +CA102 
+CA102  111.    84.     0.      51.     163.253 104.67  72.3    15. 
SPLINE1 200     1111    1111    1160    200     .0 
SET1    200     504     THRU    522 
PAERO1  1 
PARAM   VREF    12. 
 
MKAERO1 1.1                                                             +MK 
+MK             .001    .1      .11     .12     .13     .14     .15     .2 
MKAERO1 1.1                                                             +MKA 
+MKA            .3      .4      .5      .6      .7      .8      .9      1. 
MKAERO1 1.1                                                             +MKB 
+MKB    1.1     1.3     1.5     2.      5. 
 
EIGR    10      MGIV                            8                       +EIGR 
+EIGR   MAX 
 
FLUTTER 3       PK      1       2       3       L       4 
 
$DENSITY 





FLFACT  2       1.1 
 
FLFACT  3       100.    1000.   5000.   7000.   10000.  12000.  13000.  +FAA 
+FAA    14000.  15000.  16000.  17000.  18000.  19000.  20000.  21000.  +FAB 
+FAB    22000.  23000.  24000.  25000.  26000.  27000.  28000.  29000.  +FAC 
+FAC    30000.  31000.  32000.  33000.  34000.  35000.  36000.  37000.  +FAD 
+FAD    38000.  39000.  40000.  41000.  42000.  43000.  44000.  45000. 
 
PARAM   LMODES  10 
PARAM   KDAMP   +1 
TABDMP1 2000    G                                                       +T2000 
+T2000  0.0     0.1     1000.   0.1     ENDT 
 
SPC1    1       123456  101     102     104     106     109     114     +SPA 
+SPA    119     201     202     204     206     209     214     219 
 
ASET1   3       103     105     107     108     110     111     112     +AS1 
+AS1    113     115     116     117     118     120     121     122     +AS2 
+AS2    123     203     205     207     208     210     211     212     +AS3 
+AS3    213     215     216     217     218     220     221     222     +AS4 
+AS4    223 
ASET1   3       501     THRU    522 
ASET1   3       601     THRU    622 
 
CORD2R  99999   0       10.     -.0     0.      10.     0.      10.     +CORD99 
+CORD99 15.     0.      10. 
 
PARAM   POST    0 
PARAM   AUNITS  .00259 




$Material Properties Have Been Removed 
 
MAT1     3      *.**+*  *.+*    -.***   . ****   *.**-*  **. 
 
 
$ Material Record : im7_5250-4_tape 
MAT8     1      *.***+* *.**+*  . ***    ******. ******. ******. . **** 
        *.-*    *.**-*  **. 
 
$ Material Record : al_2024-t62_sheet 
MAT1*    5              *.**+*          *.*****+*       .** 
*       .***            *.**-*          **. 
 
$ Material Record : ti-6-2222-sta_plate 
MAT1     7      *.**+*  *.*+*   .**     .***    *.*-*   **. 
 
MAT1     4      *.***+* *.***+* .****** .*****  *.**-*  **. 
 
$ Material Record : Steel 
MAT1*    6              *.+*            *.*****+*       .* 
*       .******         *.*-*           **. 
 
$ Material Record : CMC 
MAT8     2      *.***+* *.***+* .****   *.**+*  *.**+*  *.**+*  .***** 
        *.**-*  *.**-*  **. 
 
$ Vertical  spars 
PROD     19      3      .392               
CROD     101     19      102     103      
CROD     102     19      104     105      
CROD     103     19      106     107      
CROD     104     19      107     108      
CROD     105     19      109     110      
CROD     106     19      110     111      
CROD     107     19      111     112      
CROD     108     19      114     115      
CROD     109     19      115     116      
CROD     110     19      116     117      
CROD     111     19      117     118      
CROD     112     19      119     120      
CROD     113     19      120     121      
CROD     114     19      121     122      
CROD     115     19      122     123      
CROD     116     19      202     203      
CROD     117     19      204     205      
CROD     118     19      206     207      




CROD     120     19      209     210      
CROD     121     19      210     211      
CROD     122     19      211     212      
CROD     123     19      214     215      
CROD     124     19      215     216      
CROD     125     19      216     217      
CROD     126     19      217     218      
CROD     127     19      219     220      
CROD     128     19      220     221      
CROD     129     19      221     222      
CROD     130     19      222     223   
$ Horizontal spars 
PROD     32      3      .392     
$  
CROD     201     32      101     102      
CROD     202     32      102     104      
CROD     203     32      104     106      
CROD     204     32      106     109      
CROD     205     32      109     114      
CROD     206     32      114     119      
CROD     207     32      105     107      
CROD     208     32      107     110      
CROD     209     32      110     115      
CROD     210     32      115     120      
CROD     211     32      108     111      
CROD     212     32      111     116      
CROD     213     32      116     121      
CROD     214     32      112     117     
CROD     215     32      117     122 
CROD     216     32      113     118      
CROD     217     32      118     123 
CROD     218     32      201     202      
CROD     219     32      202     204      
CROD     220     32      204     206      
CROD     221     32      206     209      
CROD     222     32      209     214      
CROD     223     32      214     219      
CROD     224     32      205     207      
CROD     225     32      207     210      
CROD     226     32      210     215      
CROD     227     32      215     220      
CROD     228     32      208     211      
CROD     229     32      211     216      
CROD     230     32      216     221      
CROD     231     32      212     217     
CROD     232     32      217     222 
CROD     233     32      213     218      
CROD     234     32      218     223 
$  
PROD     28      3      .1 
$ Vertical separators 
CROD     301     28      101     201      
CROD     302     28      102     202      
CROD     303     28      103     203 
CROD     304     28      104     204 
CROD     305     28      105     205 
CROD     306     28      106     206 
CROD     307     28      107     207 
CROD     308     28      108     208 
CROD     309     28      109     209 
CROD     310     28      110     210      
CROD     311     28      111     211 
CROD     312     28      112     212 
CROD     313     28      113     213 
CROD     314     28      114     214 
CROD     315     28      115     215 
CROD     316     28      116     216 
CROD     317     28      117     217 
CROD     318     28      118     218 
CROD     319     28      119     219 
CROD     320     28      120     220 
CROD     321     28      121     221 
CROD     322     28      122     222 
CROD     323     28      123     223 
$ 
$ 
$ Leading edge 
PROD     18      3      .392   
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
CROD     401     18      101     103      




CROD     403     18      105     108 
CROD     404     18      108     112 
CROD     405     18      112     113 
CROD     406     18      201     203      
CROD     407     18      203     205      
CROD     408     18      205     208 
CROD     409     18      208     212 
CROD     410     18      212     213 
$ 
$ Wing tip connection vertical 
PROD     90      5      .1   
$ 
CROD     501     90      503     603      
CROD     502     90      502     602      
CROD     503     90      501     601 
$CROD     504     90      123     223 
$CROD     505     90      118     218 
$CROD     506     90      113     213      
$CROD     507     90      507     607      
$CROD     508     90      506     606 
$CROD     509     90      505     605 
$ Wing tip connection horizontal 
PROD     91      7      .392   
$ 
CROD     601     91      123     118      
CROD     602     91      118     113      
CROD     603     91      223     218 
CROD     604     91      218     213 
CROD     605     91      501     502 
CROD     606     91      502     503      
CROD     607     91      601     602      
CROD     608     91      602     603 
CROD     609     91      505     506 
CROD     610     91      506     507 
CROD     611     91      605     606 
CROD     612     91      606     607 
$ 
PROD     92      7      .392   
$ 
CROD     701     92      123     501      
CROD     702     92      223     601      
CROD     703     92      118     502 
CROD     704     92      218     602 
CROD     705     92      113     503 
CROD     706     92      213     603      
CROD     707     92      501     505      
CROD     708     92      601     605 
CROD     709     92      502     506 
CROD     710     92      602     606 
CROD     711     92      503     507 
CROD     712     92      603     607 
$ 
$Wing TIP vertical braces 
PROD     61      4      .392  
$ 
CROD     801     61      507     607      
CROD     802     61      506     606      
CROD     803     61      505     605 
CROD     804     61      504     604 
CROD     805     61      511     611 
CROD     806     61      510     610 
CROD     807     61      509     609 
CROD     808     61      508     608 
CROD     809     61      515     615 
CROD     810     61      514     614      
CROD     811     61      513     613 
CROD     812     61      512     612 
CROD     813     61      519     619 
CROD     814     61      518     618 
CROD     815     61      517     617 
CROD     816     61      516     616 
CROD     817     61      522     622 
CROD     818     61      520     620 
CROD     819     61      521     621 
$WING TIP RIBS 
PROD     86      5      .1   
$ 
CROD     901     86      504     508      
CROD     902     86      508     512      
CROD     903     86      512     516 




CROD     905     86      505     509 
CROD     906     86      509     513 
CROD     907     86      513     517 
CROD     908     86      506     510 
CROD     909     86      510     514 
CROD     910     86      514     518      
CROD     911     86      518     521 
CROD     912     86      604     608      
CROD     913     86      608     612      
CROD     914     86      612     616 
CROD     915     86      616     620 
CROD     916     86      605     609 
CROD     917     86      609     613 
CROD     918     86      613     617 
CROD     919     86      606     610 
CROD     920     86      610     614 
CROD     921     86      614     618      
CROD     922     86      618     621 
$WING TIP SPARS 
CROD     923     86      504     505 
CROD     924     86      505     506 
CROD     925     86      506     507 
CROD     926     86      508     509 
CROD     927     86      509     510 
CROD     928     86      510     511 
CROD     929     86      512     513 
CROD     930     86      513     514      
CROD     931     86      514     515 
CROD     932     86      516     517      
CROD     933     86      517     518      
CROD     934     86      518     519 
CROD     935     86      520     521 
CROD     936     86      521     522 
CROD     937     86      604     605 
CROD     938     86      605     606 
CROD     939     86      606     607 
CROD     940     86      608     609 
CROD     941     86      609     610 
CROD     942     86      610     611 
CROD     943     86      612     613 
CROD     944     86      613     614      
CROD     945     86      614     615 
CROD     946     86      616     617      
CROD     947     86      617     618      
CROD     948     86      618     619 
CROD     949     86      620     621 
CROD     950     86      621     622 
$WING TIP leading edge 
PROD     89      6      .25   
$ 
CROD     1001    89      507     511      
CROD     1002    89      511     515      
CROD     1003    89      515     519 
CROD     1004    89      519     522 
CROD     1005    89      607     611      
CROD     1006    89      611     615      
CROD     1007    89      615     619 
CROD     1008    89      619     622 
$ 
$$$$$$SKINS 
$WING TOP SKIN 
PCOMP    1000           .01376                  75.      0.      SMEAR 
         1      .0454496 0.      YES     1      .042022790.      YES 
         1      .042654545.      YES     1      .0426545-45.     YES 
CQUAD4   910001  1000    102     103     105     104 
CQUAD4   910002  1000    104     105     107     106 
CQUAD4   910003  1000    106     107     110     109 
CQUAD4   910004  1000    107     108     111     110 
CQUAD4   910005  1000    109     110     115     114 
CQUAD4   910006  1000    110     111     116     115 
CQUAD4   910007  1000    111     112     117     116  
CQUAD4   910008  1000    114     115     120     119 
CQUAD4   910009  1000    115     116     121     120 
CQUAD4   910010  1000    116     117     122     121 
CQUAD4   910011  1000    117     118     123     122 
CQUAD4   910012  1000    112     113     118     117 
CTRIA3   99000   1000    101     102     103    -.81 
CTRIA3   99001   1000    105     107     108    -.81 
CTRIA3   99002   1000    108     111     112    -.81 
$WING Bottom Skin 




         1      .0227834 0.      YES     1      .020412890.      YES 
         1      .013842 45.      YES     1      .013842 -45.     YES 
CQUAD4   910013  1001    202     203     205     204 
CQUAD4   910014  1001    204     205     207     206 
CQUAD4   910015  1001    206     207     210     209 
CQUAD4   910016  1001    207     208     211     210 
CQUAD4   910017  1001    209     210     215     214 
CQUAD4   910018  1001    210     211     216     215 
CQUAD4   910019  1001    211     212     217     216 
CQUAD4   910020  1001    214     215     220     219 
CQUAD4   910021  1001    215     216     221     220 
CQUAD4   910022  1001    216     217     222     221 
CQUAD4   910023  1001    217     218     223     222 
CQUAD4   910024  1001    212     213     218     217 
CTRIA3   99003   1001    201     202     203    -.81 
CTRIA3   99004   1001    205     207     208    -.81 
CTRIA3   99005   1001    208     211     212    -.81 
$$$$$ RIBS 
$ RIB 1  body 
PSHEAR   10      3      .048105 
$  
CSHEAR   710055  10      101     102     202     201 
CSHEAR   710056  10      102     104     204     202 
CSHEAR   710057  10      104     106     206     204 
CSHEAR   710058  10      106     109     209     206 
CSHEAR   710059  10      109     114     214     209 
CSHEAR   710060  10      114     119     219     214 
$ RIB 2  
PSHEAR   11      3      .043502 
$  
CSHEAR   710061  11      105     107     207     205 
CSHEAR   710062  11      107     110     210     207 
CSHEAR   710063  11      110     115     215     210 
CSHEAR   710064  11      115     120     220     215 
$ RIB 3  
PSHEAR   12      3      .040271 
$  
CSHEAR   710065  12      108     111     211     208 
CSHEAR   710066  12      111     116     216     211 
CSHEAR   710067  12      116     121     221     216 
$ RIB 4  
PSHEAR   13      3      .040271 
$  
CSHEAR   710068  13      112     117     217     212 
CSHEAR   710069  13      117     122     222     217 
$ RIB 5  wing tip 
PSHEAR   14      3      .040294 
$  
CSHEAR   710070  14      113     118     218     213 
CSHEAR   710071  14      118     123     223     218 
$$$$SPARS 
$SPAR 1 Trailing edge 
PSHEAR   100     3      .093139 
$ 
CSHEAR   710083  100     119     120     220     219 
CSHEAR   710084  100     120     121     221     220 
CSHEAR   710085  100     121     122     222     221 
CSHEAR   710086  100     122     123     223     222 
$SPAR 2 
PSHEAR   101     3      .1214 
$ 
CSHEAR   710079  101     114     115     215     214 
CSHEAR   710080  101     115     116     216     215 
CSHEAR   710081  101     116     117     217     216 
CSHEAR   710082  101     117     118     218     217 
$SPAR 3 
PSHEAR   102     3      .1023 
$ 
CSHEAR   710076  102     109     110     210     209 
CSHEAR   710077  102     110     111     211     210 
CSHEAR   710078  102     111     112     212     211 
$SPAR 4 
PSHEAR   103     3      .0586 
$ 
CSHEAR   710074  103     106     107     207     206 
CSHEAR   710075  103     107     108     208     207 
$SPAR 5 
PSHEAR   104     3      .06019 
$ 





PSHEAR   105     3      .09149 
$ 
CSHEAR   710072  105     102     103     203     202 
$ Leading edge 
PSHEAR   106     3      .0875069 
$ 
CSHEAR   710087  106     101     103     203     201 
CSHEAR   710088  106     103     105     205     203 
CSHEAR   710089  106     105     108     208     205 
CSHEAR   710090  106     108     112     212     208 
CSHEAR   710091  106     112     113     213     212 
$ 
$ Wing tip shear  
$Spar 
PSHEAR   107     4      .0392 
$ 
CSHEAR   7101    107     504     505     605     604 
CSHEAR   7102    107     505     506     606     605 
CSHEAR   7103    107     506     507     607     606 
CSHEAR   7104    107     508     509     609     608 
CSHEAR   7105    107     509     510     610     609 
CSHEAR   7106    107     510     511     611     610 
CSHEAR   7107    107     512     513     613     612 
CSHEAR   7108    107     513     514     614     613 
CSHEAR   7109    107     514     515     615     614 
CSHEAR   7110    107     516     517     617     616 
CSHEAR   7111    107     517     518     618     617 
CSHEAR   7112    107     518     519     619     618 
CSHEAR   7113    107     520     521     621     620 
CSHEAR   7114    107     521     522     622     621 
$ 
$Wing tip RIBS 
PSHEAR   108     4      .0392 
$ 
CSHEAR   7201    108     504     508     608     604 
CSHEAR   7202    108     505     509     609     605 
CSHEAR   7203    108     506     510     610     606 
CSHEAR   7204    108     507     511     611     607 
CSHEAR   7205    108     508     512     612     608 
CSHEAR   7206    108     509     513     613     609 
CSHEAR   7207    108     510     514     614     610 
CSHEAR   7208    108     511     515     615     611 
CSHEAR   7209    108     512     516     616     612 
CSHEAR   7210    108     513     517     617     613 
CSHEAR   7211    108     514     518     618     614 
CSHEAR   7212    108     515     519     619     615 
CSHEAR   7213    108     516     520     620     616 
CSHEAR   7214    108     518     521     621     618 
CSHEAR   7215    108     519     522     622     619 
$ 
$Wing Tip Connection 
$ 
PSHEAR   109     7      .1 
$ 
CSHEAR   7301    108     213     113     503     603 
CSHEAR   7302    108     218     118     502     602 
CSHEAR   7303    108     223     123     501     601 
CSHEAR   7304    108     503     603     607     507 
CSHEAR   7305    108     502     602     606     506 
CSHEAR   7306    108     501     601     605     505 
$ 
$ Elements and Element Properties for region : pshell.1 
PCOMP    8                                      75.      0.      SMEAR 
         2      .0192496 0.      YES     2      .019249590.      YES 
         2      .015860745.      YES     2      .0158607-45.     YES 
 
CQUAD4   9301    8       113     503     502     118 
CQUAD4   9302    8       118     502     501     123 
CQUAD4   9303    8       503     507     506     502 
CQUAD4   9304    8       502     506     505     501 
CQUAD4   9305    8       507     511     510     506 
CQUAD4   9306    8       506     510     509     505 
CQUAD4   9307    8       505     509     508     504 
CQUAD4   9308    8       511     515     514     510 
CQUAD4   9309    8       510     514     513     509 
CQUAD4   9310    8       509     513     512     508 
CQUAD4   9311    8       515     519     518     514 
CQUAD4   9312    8       514     518     517     513 
CQUAD4   9313    8       513     517     516     512 
CQUAD4   9314    8       519     522     521     518 




CQUAD4   9401    8       213     603     602     218 
CQUAD4   9402    8       218     602     601     223 
CQUAD4   9403    8       603     607     606     602 
CQUAD4   9404    8       602     606     605     601 
CQUAD4   9405    8       607     611     610     606 
CQUAD4   9406    8       606     610     609     605 
CQUAD4   9407    8       605     609     608     604 
CQUAD4   9408    8       611     615     614     610 
CQUAD4   9409    8       610     614     613     609 
CQUAD4   9410    8       609     613     612     608 
CQUAD4   9411    8       615     619     618     614 
CQUAD4   9412    8       614     618     617     613 
CQUAD4   9413    8       613     617     616     612 
CQUAD4   9414    8       619     622     621     618 
CQUAD4   9415    8       618     621     620     616 
$ 
$ 
CONM2    271031  114     0      95.834   0.      0.      0. 
         0.      0.      0.      0.      0.      0. 
CONM2    271032  115     0      95.834   0.      0.      0. 
         0.      0.      0.      0.      0.      0. 
CONM2    271033  116     0      95.834   0.      0.      0. 
         0.      0.      0.      0.      0.      0. 
CONM2    271034  117     0      95.834   0.      0.      0. 
         0.      0.      0.      0.      0.      0. 
CONM2    271035  118     0      95.834   0.      0.      0. 
         0.      0.      0.      0.      0.      0. 
 
 
$ Nodes of the Entire Model 
$1-----><2-----><3-----><4-----><5-----><6-----><7-----><8-----><9-----><10----> 
GRID     100            31.75    0.      0.     
GRID     101            10.      0.     3.0177     
GRID     102            24.5     0.     4.2325     
GRID     103            30.0641  16.68692.4046     
GRID     104            39.      0.     4.841     
GRID     105            53.0504  35.80431.1136     
GRID     106            53.5     0.     4.9772     
GRID     107            67.7816  36.39352.7751     
GRID     108            74.5755  53.7064.1976     
GRID     109            68.      0.     4.4459     
GRID     110            82.5128  36.98283.54     
GRID     111            89.3068  54.29561.249     
GRID     112            96.1007  71.6085-.6308     
GRID     113            111.     84.    -.8911     
GRID     114            82.5     0.     3.4182     
GRID     115            99.7856  37.67373.1455     
GRID     116            107.751  55.03342.2814     
GRID     117            115.716  72.39311.1542     
GRID     118            121.229  84.4092.5681     
GRID     119            97.      0.     2.3219     
GRID     120            114.557  38.26452.106     
GRID     121            122.522  55.62421.9148     
GRID     122            130.487  72.984 1.5107     
GRID     123            136.     85.    1.3217     
GRID     201            10.      0.     -4.4297     
GRID     202            24.5     0.     -4.3486     
GRID     203            30.0641  16.6869-4.4043     
GRID     204            39.      0.     -4.2326     
GRID     205            53.0504  35.8043-4.4438     
GRID     206            53.5     0.     -4.0132     
GRID     207            67.7816  36.3935-4.248     
GRID     208            74.5755  53.7064-4.8092     
GRID     209            68.      0.     -3.6059     
GRID     210            82.5128  36.9828-3.7614     
GRID     211            89.3068  54.2956-4.4279     
GRID     212            96.1007  71.6085-4.982     
GRID     213            111.     84.    -4.2712     
GRID     214            82.5     0.     -3.0177     
GRID     215            99.7856  37.6737-2.8198     
GRID     216            107.751  55.0334-3.2636     
GRID     217            115.716  72.3931-3.8506     
GRID     218            121.229  84.4092-3.5835     
GRID     219            97.      0.     -2.3731     
GRID     220            114.557  38.2645-1.8977     
GRID     221            122.522  55.6242-1.6702     
GRID     222            130.487  72.984 -1.9264     
GRID     223            136.     85.    -1.6898     
GRID     501            138.52   86.486 3.4277     
GRID     502            123.697  85.77912.738     




GRID     504            162.618  88.81  9.2558     
GRID     505            140.144  86.46  7.419     
GRID     506            125.004  85.809 6.0055     
GRID     507            116.269  86.17644.9269     
GRID     508            163.3    89.551 12.0971     
GRID     509            145.607  88.794 15.4834     
GRID     510            132.965  89.11  17.7579     
GRID     511            125.134  89.708 19.0986     
GRID     512            167.848  94.488 31.0395     
GRID     513            157.5    93.935 33.0387     
GRID     514            144.878  93.935 35.3423     
GRID     515            137.629  94.573 36.5899     
GRID     516            172.396  99.426 49.9818     
GRID     517            169.379  99.213 50.5734     
GRID     518            156.789  99.023 52.924     
GRID     519            150.124  99.438 54.0809     
GRID     520            178.099  105.62 73.7391     
GRID     521            170.453  104.78473.0941     
GRID     522            163.188  104.52872.3664     
GRID     601            138.112  89.80261.4225     
GRID     602            123.335  89.5286.1715     
GRID     603            113.418  87.9779-1.0817     
GRID     604            162.258  96.549 7.7578     
GRID     605            139.048  94.44  5.8007     
GRID     606            124.041  92.155 4.5852     
GRID     607            117.1    90.857 4.1122     
GRID     608            163.008  97.027 10.883     
GRID     609            144.859  96.119 14.439     
GRID     610            132.398  94.667 16.92     
GRID     611            126.607  93.73  18.1452   
GRID     612            167.634  99.974 30.1486        
GRID     613            156.927  99.548 32.1924        
GRID     614            144.447  98.281 34.7056     
GRID     615            138.653  97.37  35.9268     
GRID     616            172.259  102.92149.4142     
GRID     617            169.008  102.84550.0257     
GRID     618            156.497  101.87752.4938     
GRID     619            150.7    101.01 53.7084     
GRID     620            178.057  106.61473.561     
GRID     621            170.307  105.93772.8789     
GRID     622            163.318  104.82372.3344     
$ THE END 
ENDDATA 
